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Company Profie

⚫ In the year of 2006,TIANJIN RICHPEACE AI CO.,LTD was established in Baodi 

district ,Tianjin,China.

⚫ Richpeace,  is a Tianjin high tech enterprise, National high tech enterprise

⚫ Top 100 Enterprises in China Light Industry Industry

⚫ Richpeace factory, ISO9001, IS0140001, ISO45001 certificate approved

⚫ More than 500 patents and more than 50 software copyrights

⚫ Customers throughout the garment, home textile,automotive and medical four major 

industries in more than 100 countries.



Committed to automotive flexible 
materials products automatic 
solution in sewing and cutting 
for seats cover ,sunroof,door 
panel ,sun visor,Airbag,steering 
wheel,heating seats ,carbon fibre 
ects

Strong R & D in Automotive Industry



Analysis of Automobile Sunroof Industry

New car assembly 
rates for sunroof

-60%

70-75%

2016 2020

Based on the 2016 sales sample model with sunroof,
The total sales of the sample models reached 81% of the 
total sales of all cars in 2016.

25.8%

74.2%small size 
sunroof

panoramic 
sunroof

Classification of sunroof

In recent years, the new car assembly rate of sunroof is on the rise, the new car assembly rate 
of small sunroof is higher, and the growth rate of panoramic sunroof is higher

The share of small sunroof and panoramic sunroof, estimated 
by the new car sunroof equipment in the sample model, 
reached 81 percent of all car sales in 2016.



Industrial chain structure of sunroof system

Upstream

Middle

Downstream

glass rolling 
blind

Switch, 
motor, 
etc

Passenger cars Commercial vehicles

sunroof



Product introduction
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classification
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Automatic Cutting 
Equipment

Automatic 
Sewing/Welding 
Equpment



Automatic Production line for Panoramic sunroof
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Fabric Cutting Station-Laser cutting machine 

Platform aluminum convery belt

Laser cutting machine includes: platform aluminum plate laser 
cutting machine and automatic convery laser cutting machine



Fabric Cutting Station-Windscreen Laser Cutting Machine

Advantage:

1.Auto feeding+auto position guiding, quickly place 
fabric according to customer requirements to , 
automatic position detection

2.Photographic location recognition:according to 
cutting parameters with camera positioning 
identification, fast completion of cutting, can minimize 
the waste of material,save labor.

3. Production efficiency: automatic feeding 
+photography recognition+ cutting
total 10 seconds.



Fabric Cutting Station-Laser Cutting Machine 

一.How to choose these two kinds of laser cutting machines?

According to the raw material ,if the materila is by roller ,should choose convery belt 
model,if the material is by piece,then should choose platform model.

二 .Advantages and disadvantages of two types of laser cutting machines?

The advantage of convery belt laser cutting machine is that it has automatic feeding 
function and automatic side alignment ; higher automation degree ,labor save; the 
disadvantage is that there will be laser high temperature reflection point, resulting in fabric 

pollution.
Platform aluminum plate structure , according to products design platform aluminum plate 
template, effectively avoid fabric pollution,but no automatic feeding function

三. Production efficiency of laser cutting machine?

According to the current user statistics, according to the 8-hour working, can produce 295 
pieces (including equipment waiting time), that is ,70 seconds can produce 2 pieces.



Fabric Cutting Station-Laser Cutting Machine 

Laser cutting machine 
rough cutting

Heat Treatment of 
Fabric

Laser cutting 
machine precision 
cutting

Qualified parts

rolling material piece materialRemoval of stress



Fabric Cutting Station-Laser Cutting Machine

Fabric Loading area
with faric positioning tool

Cutting area

Fabric collecting area



Auomtaic side sewing solution

Sewing Solution

High frequency welding solution

Ultrsonic welding solution

Sewing on both sides of 

rolling blind and metal

strip

Sewing of two sides of 

rolling blind with Teflon 

strip

Sewing of front rolling 

blind and guide strip

Welding of both sides of 

rolling blind and metalstrip

Double side of rolling blind 

and Teflon strip (PDF) 

welding

Welding of the front rolling 

blind and guide strip

Welding of both sides of 

rolling blind and metal strip

Double side of rolling blind 

and Teflon strip (PDF) 

welding

Welding of the front rolling 

blind and guide strip



According to the customer's different process requirements, we 

can provide a variety of sewing equipment R & D program.
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Automatic 
sides 

sewing 

machine

Roll 
springsid
e sewing 
machine
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strips 

sewing 
machine 

Teflon 
strip sides 

sewing 
machine 

Zigzag 
sides 

sewing 
machine 

Auomtaic side sewing solution



Sides Sewing Machine 

Advantage of sides sewing machine 

1.Single operator without tooling, automatic in roller

2.Independent development of sewing head with 
camera , can achieve synchronous sewing

3.automatic feeding for metal strip or Teflon 
strip,automatic size adjustment for rolling fabric 
sewing width and length

4.production efficiency: sewing metal strip 
80s/pcs,8 hours work can be 260 pieces; sewing 
Teflon strip 45s/pcs, 8 hours work system can be 
500 pieces.



Teflon strip sides 
welding machine

Teflon strip 
single side 
welding 
machine 

PDF Sides 
welding machine 

PDF single 
side 
welding 
machine 

Ultrasnic sides welding solution/high frequency welding

Ultrasonic welding or high frequency solution is 
determined by the material and process of the 

customer's product



PDF sides welding machine 

Advantage：

1.developed independently PDF welding 
pressing device,high degree of automation 

2.automatic feeding for metal strip or Teflon 
strip,automatic size adjustment for rolling fabric 
sewing width and length

3.production efficiency:60s/pcs

Ultrasonic welding ,high frequency heating setting



Double stations sewing machine 

Advantage 

Single operato,quickly change sewing 
template ,can sewing different sizes of product by 
chaning tempplate only ,save equipment 
investment.save equipment investment.

A/B station is divided into two working area, running 
alternately,  double production efficiency and saving labor 
cost at the same time.

for specail production requiremet 



Sewing 
solution

Proportion of clients adopting three solutions

70% 15% 15%

Ultrasonic 
Welding Solution

High frequency 
welding solution



Application

Sewing and Cutting Solution for automotive sunroof

Our company has a complete set of automatic solutions from raw materials to 
finished products, the main equipment includes: laser cutting machine,sides sewing 
machine ,front sewing machine ,spring greasing and pre-loading,heating welding 
machine .

Our company has a complete solutions from raw materials to finished products, the main 
equipment includes: laser cutting machine (rough cutting) baking equipment (stress removal) 
laser cutting machine (precision cutting) ,ultrasonic welding (single side or double sides ) front 
sewing machine ,shift pre-assy machine,inspection machine ,spring greasing and pre-loading 
machine ,,fabric to shaft sticky ects

Automatic welding solution for automotive sunroof



A

B

fabric front sewing stationA

front fabric riveting stationB

Front sewing solution

front straight line and fox line sewing 
according to product size can changing tooling 
/template quickly,automatic edge 
folding ,automtic material relase

According to product 
material to make the 
corresponding tooling, 
one-click riveting 
completed



spring greasing station

According to customer requirements and product process, it can be divided into 
injection mode and smear mode, and the injection mode includes internal injection 
and external injection.

double stations  
internal injection

external injection station



Pre-loading station

Advantage:spring greasing +pre-loading ,2 stations combine to 
1 machine ,save space，easy operating,realize the automatic 
assembly of parts and components through the cooperation of 
tooling, cylinder and motor.

Through the sensor to detect all kinds of parts of sunroof , 
to prevent assembly errors.

Two stations of the tooling can be quickly replaced to 
achieve all kinds of sunroof products processing.

The spring preload force is detected by motor or sensor to 
distinguish qualified and unqualified products.

external smear station



Shift pre-assy station

shift and roller blind assembly

Spring pre-loading

automatic spring pre-loading



Fabric to shaft sticky 

Production 
efficiency :30s/pcs

Hot melt station

2 types：automatic or manual sticky；
auto fabric rolling



Inspection station Palletizing station

Testing the finished product Qualified products are automatically 
palletized and delivery



Company Advantage

R & D strength :91 mechanical R & D personnel ,12 CAD R & D personnel ,46 CAM R & D 
personnel. Among them ,99 senior engineers ,50 intermediate engineers, all R & D personnel 
account for 33% of the total number of employees; have software, hardware and electronic control 
R & D capabilities.

Service team：full-time after-sales team, 
through mail, telephone, instant 
communication software for domestic and 
foreign customers 365 days a year ,24 hours 
a day real-time online technical support 
services.

Every  day,we are online
Every minute,wa are by your sideDistribution of staff



A

So far, a total of 70 

domestic trademarks and 

50 international trademarks 

have been applied for and 

authorized, including 22 

individual national 

registrations and 27 Madrid 

international registrations.

Trademarks

B

So far a total of 

323 domestic patents 

have been approved 

and authorized.

Patent

C

Computer software 

copyright, so far 

completed 61 computer 

software copyright 

registration and 

protection.

Software 
copyright

Intellectual property



Domestic Sales Network Layout

With branches in 

Beijing, Shanghai, 

Jiaxing, Nanjing, 

Dongguan and 

Urumqi, offices in 

Zhengzhou, Xi'an, 

Chengdu, Hong 

Kong and Taiwan

Domestic Sales Network



International Sales Network Layout

International Sales Network

The international 
sales network covers 
the world, the 
products are 
exported to more 
than 100 countries, 
more than 60 
overseas agents, with 
offices in Vietnam, 
India, Bangladesh, 
Pakistan, Paris, 
Mexico.



Panoramic 
sunroof System 
and roller blind 

Assembly 
Division

Independent 
after-sales team

Customized 
services

Matrix 
organiza

tional 
structur

e

Develop and produce automatic production line
and related auxiliary equipment for all kinds of 
rolling blind
enhance the leading advantage of
technology and obtain long-term strategic development.

The independent after-sales team t quickly 
solve related problems.

Based on our product scope and custom-made 
sunroof rolling blind to provide the corresponding 
solutions and services.

Development of project strategy for automation of sunroof
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The development 
time is shorter, 

the product 
maturity is higher, 

may bring the 
customer more 

value

Future Development of Automatic Production Line for Rolling Blind



Primary

Smart Device Upgrade

Intermediate stage

Information construction

Advanced phase

Internet connectivity

Vision: in the industry of flexible material application, we are committed to the "cutting and 
sewing" of its two major processing processes — gradually realize flexible manufacturing, 
provide customers with complete solutions of software, computer control, 
machniery,components, complete machines,transform and upgrade the manufacturing 
capacity of traditional industries, realize design computerization, production automation, 
intelligent management, and be a high-end and global equipment supplier for "cutting and 
sewing" industry 4.0.

3 Development Plan
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Mobile：+8613102166623

Email：quilting@richpeace.com

homepage：www.richpeace.com

Contact：Yolanda Xue


